After the sunset, in December 31...
We will be in the command of a brand new year...
Where we will certainly face...
Storms...
Situations that will put us upside down...
And, upside down again...
...when we don’t know where to run to...
...many times, things will not work!!!!!!!
Don’t give up, have faith...
And, always believe...
That there is a light at the end of the tunnel...
...a pot of gold, at the end of the rainbow...
...And, the rainbow can be anywhere...
Even, discretely!
In 2021, join with your friends...
...for a beer...
...or, to go fishing.
Or, anything that you want to do...
but, join with your friends!!!
Travel home...
...travel to a distant place...
...a very distant place!!!!!!!!!
Be organized...
Be organized the way you want.
Work hard...
Work very hard...
...but, get some time to have fun...
...to do a mess...
...to enjoy the sun...
...the moon...
...the sea...
...the sky!!!!!!!
In 2021, may you have **peace, health, love**... the rest comes with time.